
VISUALLY STUNNING AND INCREDIBLY DURABLE 

The Ideal Flooring Choice For Any Home Or Business 

FasTak Installation Frequently Asked Questions 

•Does lightweight concrete need to be primed: It’s not necessary to prime lightweight concrete fills or toppings if properly mixed 
and applied. If the surface is dusty, a primer such as Armstrong S-185 should be used, some manufacturers of lightweight concrete 
offer their own primer. Luxe Plank/Tile with FasTak should not be installed on lightweight concrete, fills or toppings that have a low 
compressive strength or the surface is crumbling. 

•What is the concrete moisture limit for Luxe Plank/Tile with FasTak Installation: For concrete subfloors, the water vapor 
emission level should be 5 lbs. /1000 sq.ft./24 hours, or less, as determined by calcium chloride testing, or relative humidity should 
not exceed 85% as tested with in situ probes. 

During Installation 
•What is the best way to cut the Planks/Tiles: Score the plank face with a utility knife and then snap apart or use a tile cutter.  

•Should there be a gap around the perimeter of the room: Leave a 1/8” space between the Luxe planks and vertical surfaces. 

•After installation, do I need to use a 100 lb roller: In most installations, the weight of the product and pressure from walking 
across the floor will increase the bond. However, in areas with exposure to direct sunlight, particularly in front of a large window, 
the planks/tiles may need to be rolled with a 100 lb roller, weighted down during installation, or full-spread with Armstrong S-288 
or S-289 adhesive, to create a tight bond and minimize movement. 

•Can the planks/tiles be installed on stairs: For stairs, the planks/tiles must be fully adhered with Armstrong S-288 adhesive. 

Maintaining My Installation 
•What is the best way to maintain my new floor: It’s easy to keep your floor clean, simply sweep and use a microfiber mop along 
with a resilient cleaning product, we recommend Armstrong Once ‘n Done® Floor Cleaner. To prevent damage, use protective pads 
or castors under furniture and appliances and place a mat outside entrance doors to collect excess moisture, sand and grit.  

•What about buffing the floor: Commercial buffing machines with non-abrasive pads such as a white 3M pad or equivalent can be 
used up to 600 RPMs. 

•If planks are damaged after installation, can they be easily repaired: You can easily remove a plank/tile by using a putty knife to 
pry up the damaged plank/tile to release contact from the subfloor, and then easily install a new plank/tile. 

•Can I remove planks from a room and re-install in another room: Luxe Plank/Tile with FasTak Installation can be repositioned 
after installation, simply remove the planks/tiles and re-install in another area. To prolong the plank/tile adhesive strength, do not 
leave the backing exposed for an extended time to collect dust or dry out. 

 

Visit www.floorexpert.com for complete installation instructions 

 

Installation Note: 
For best results, store planks face to 
back or with release paper 
separating the tacky sides. If the 
tacky sides of two planks/tiles come 
in contact with each other, it is very 
difficult to separate them. Do not 
leave the adhesive backing exposed 
for long periods of time, since dust 
and continuous exposure can affect 
the adhesive strength.  

Before Installation: 
•Where can Luxe Plank/Tile with FasTak be installed: Planks/Tiles can be installed 
almost anywhere in the home and on all grade levels as long as the subfloor is 
structurally sound, clean, dry and flat.  

•Can it be installed over existing floors: Planks/Tiles can be installed over existing 
wood, concrete, ceramic, tile, and vinyl sheet floors. The existing surface should be 
thoroughly cleaned, swept or vacuumed to ensure full contact to the subfloor. An 
embossing leveler is required for existing resilient floors that are heavily embossed 
(particularly older products with deep embossing). 

•What about installing over OSB: Can be installed over OSB, as long as the OSB is 
fully sanded, so that the planks/tiles can make full contact with the subfloor. Follow 
the OSB manufacturer’s recommendation for LVT products. Additional subfloor 
material may be required.  
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